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Details of Visit:

Author: bobitt
Location 2: Marble Arch
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 10 Mar 2010 11:30
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 400
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: *** BEST of BRITISH - UK Sugar Babes ***
Website: http://www.uksugarbabes.com
Phone: 07712169933

The Premises:

4 star hotel so pretty satisfactory

The Lady:

Well known pornstar - small and perfectly formed

The Story:

I booked Tigerr Benson as a playmate for Amber and they certainly hit it off.
Wow!
This has to the best experience available in London today.
After a succession of disappointing bookings with porn stars I had come to conclusion that if you
want a porn star experience you need to see proper escorts such as Chantel or Carla Minx as porn
stars fail to deliver.
These girls proved me wrong this session could have come straight out of one of their movies (well
apart from me being there of course)it was an overwhelming experience. These are the girls that
define the terms "dirty" or "nasty" sex and they certainly have experienced more things than I can
even imagine and have no qualms in providing whatever your desires maybe.
To be honest a lot of porn stars are not the sharpest tools in the shed and probably require a
director yelling at them to deliver a performance but Amber is certainly NOT one of those. She
strikes me as very intelligent and intuitive so quickly adapts to whatever you are looking for and for
a pervert like me it was ideal.
If you are a fan of Amber book her you will not be disappointed she is the real deal.
If you have never heard of her look her up.
She is not a silicon enhanced busty babe so will not suit everybody but you can always book her
with Tigerr to tick that box and get the ultimate thrill.
As you may have guessed by now I recommend her but she is only here until 15th March so you
better get a move on!
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